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Volatility To Persist
We see China’s GDP set to continue on its steady growth path of 6.5%,
supported by domestic consumption and investments. A potential threat
represent the latest tariff proposals by the US. The actual impact would
depend on China’s retaliation moves and the pace of CNY depreciation.

As base-case, we expect the risk-off mode to persist and HSI to remain
in 3Q18 within a trading range between 27,000 and 30,500 pts;

A bottom of 25,500 pts (-1SD) could be reached only in a worst case
scenario of a full-blown trade war;

Under an optimistic scenario (softening of trade tensions between the
US and China, etc.) HSI could return to c. 34,000 pts by the end of 2018.
As safe havens during 3Q18, we recommend weighing on yield and
domestic demand-driven plays. Longer term, valuation recovery is possible
upon any softening on the trade tensions and other catalysts which may
generate a return of capital inflow; this scenario is likely to happen only
from 4Q18, at the earliest. We are positive on China banks and property.
Uncertainty remains, but on track of a normalizing economic growth path.
We believe domestic consumption and gross capital formation will continue to be
the driving force of China’s economic growth going forward. A full-blown trade
war, would probably lead to a reduction in GDP by 0.1-0.8% in 2018 and 0.21.6% in 2019. However, this worst case scenario does not take into
consideration any retaliation from China, which would partially offset the negative
impact on net exports through fewer imports. Moreover, an adjustment on the
domestic front and a prolonged CNY depreciation could also play down the
impact from the tariffs. Therefore, while the actual impact on China’s GDP
remains uncertain, it is probably less than our worst case.
Range trading amid a cautious sentiment continues in 3Q18. As trade
frictions continue to escalate, we expect the market to remain volatile in 3Q18.
The sectors directly involved in a trade war comprise c.13% of HSI. Therefore
the index valuation will remain under pressure. HSI is currently trading at 10.7x
forward-rolling P/E, roughly equivalent to -0.5SD from 10-year mean. We
estimate the HSI trading range bound between 27,000 (-0.75SD) and 30,500 pts
(-0.25SD) in near term. A bottom of 25,500 pts (-1SD) could be reached only in a
worst case scenario of a full-blown trade war.
Valuation recovery likely in 4Q18. Longer term, any softening in the trade
tensions between the US and China would represent a trigger for valuation to
catch-up. A strengthening USD, the potential IPOs of heavyweight unicorns and
the Chinese Depositary Receipts (CDRs) are also potential triggers for a capital
inflow back into HK’s equity market. On such an optimistic scenario, HSI could
return to c.34,000 pts (+0.5SD from 10-year mean) by the end of 2018.
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Positive on China banks and property. Near term, we suggest weighing on
yield plays and domestic demand-driven plays as safe havens amid both internal
and external uncertainties. We remain positive on China banks given a gradual
NIM expansion and solid credit demand, with attractive dividend yields. ABC and
BOC are our Top Picks. Also, we believe any refinancing or credit tightening
concerns on China property sectors represent accumulating opportunities, as its
solid contracted sales and earnings growth outlook remain intact. Finally, we
regard Tencent’s strengths unaffected by a trade war in the long term, therefore
any short term headwinds provide good entry points.
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China Economy Still On Track
On track of normalising growth path, despite the trade dispute concerns
China’s economic data YTD remained solid. The headline 1Q18 GDP came in at 6.8%
YoY, well above the c.6.5% growth target stated in the 2018 Government Work Report.
Headline fixed asset investment (FAI) growth dropped to 6.1% YoY for 5M18 as a
slowdown in infrastructure investments was the major drag; nevertheless, we see a robust
growth in real estate investments. Among the other components, manufacturing
investments rebounded to 5.2% YoY YTD (from 4.8% in 2017), thanks to a solid corporate
earnings growth. Meanwhile, inflation stayed muted YoY as both CPI and PPI grew by
3.7% and 2.0% for 5M18.
The ongoing US-China trade dispute grabbed the headlines and various estimates are
circulated on the potential impact on China’s GDP growth outlook. According to the latest
tariff proposal at the time of writing, we estimate China’s GDP in 2018 will, at worst, be
affected by 0.1-0.8% in 2018 and 0.2-1.6% in 2019. However, this scenario does not
include any retaliation from China. Therefore, as the actual impact on net exports remains
uncertain the impact on GDP is probably less than the data stated above.
Moreover, we should be aware that China’s reliance on exports has declined steadily (see
Figure 6), where the contribution from exports to the US to the nominal GDP decreased
from 22.9% in 2013 down to 18.8% in 2017 (see Figure 3). Also, we believe a negative
impact on GDP from a trade dispute could be partially offset by adjustments on the
domestic front, ie through consumption, real estate investments and manufacturers’
capital expenditures.
All in all, except for a further deteriorating development on the US-China trade war “front”,
we anticipate China’s GDP growth to reach 6.5% in 2018. While deleveraging shall
continue to drag down the infrastructure spending, we envision a growth of consumption,
real estate investments and manufacturers’ capital expenditures. Consumption and gross
capital formation would continue to be the economic growth drivers going forward and
close the gap if there is any disappointment from net exports.
Figure 1: China’s quarterly GDP growth (%)
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Figure 2: Summary of consensus economic forecasts
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A trade dispute may possibly derail exports; Net impact remains uncertain
At the time of this writing, US proposed a 25% tariff on USD50bn worth of imports from
China, and a further tariff on an additional USD400bn worth of China’s exports to the US if
there are any retaliations from China.
The amount of USD50bn worth of Chinese goods subject to the new 25% tariff imposed
by the US, represent 2.7% of Chinese total exports in 2017 and 0.4% of China’s nominal
GDP in 2018. Assuming a full-blown trade war to commence, an amount of USD450bn
worth of Chinese goods (including the USD50bn announced) would be additionally taxed.
This value represents 19.9% of Chinese total exports in 2017 and 3.2% of Chinese
nominal GDP in 2018F. Assuming the price elasticity for these goods is equal to 0.5,
theoretically, it implies the tariff would lead to a reduction in demand in the equivalent of
0.2-1.6% of China’s GDP. The impact on GDP is halved in 2018 since it would be imposed
in July at the earliest, with a full impact in 2019, in case these tariffs persist going forward.
A reduction of China’s GDP by up to 1.6% is definitely a serious hit. Nevertheless, this
scenario is yet to take into account any retaliation from China. At the time of this writing,
China stated it would impose a “similar package” in response to a US tariff. As a result, the
actual impact on net exports and China’s GDP remains uncertain, Nevertheless it is
probably less than the 1.6% mentioned.
We note that the contribution from exports to GDP fell from 22.9% in 2013 to 18.8% in
2017 (Figure 3). Moreover, we believe a negative impact on GDP can be partially offset by
adjustments on the domestic front such as on consumption, real estate investments and
manufacturers’ capital expenditures.

Figure 3: Exports as % of China's GDP

Figure 4: Exports to the US as % of China's GDP
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Figure 5: Exports to the US as % of total exports

Figure 6: Contribution to China’s GDP growth (%)
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Retail sales to regain momentum in 2H18
The lower-than-expected monthly retail sales growth of 8.5% YoY in May (vs a 9.6% YoY
consensus growth) aroused some concerns on the sustainability of domestic consumption
growth as the driving force of economic growth going forward. We believe it was simply
due to the delayed consumption in response to the State Council’s announcement to lower
tariffs for imported consumer goods from 1 July onwards.
We believe the retail sales growth trend will remain at close to a double digit YoY growth
rate in 2018. This would happen thanks to a relatively robust job market, where the labour
demand-supply ratio peaked at an all-time high of 123% in Mar 2018, as well as a stable
growth in real wages (see Figure 7 and 8). Qualitatively, the consumption upgrade and
growing popularity of the e-commerce should also help boost the consumption value.
Figure 7: Robust job market to drive consumption

Figure 8: Retail sales growth to reaccelerate in 2H18 (%)

Source: CEIC, NBS, WIND, RHB

Source: NBS, RHB

Resilient FAI thanks to real estate investments and capital expenditures
We see the growth momentum supported by a stable growth in property investments and
an accelerating growth in the manufacturing capital expenditures. As housing inventory
continued to decline, developers in general began to accelerate reinvestments (see Figure
9 and 10). Growth in real estate investments, new starts and land area sold shall further
accelerate. Also, manufacturers’ capital expenditures shall continue to accelerate on the
back of a more positive sentiment in the sector per the latest PMI index in May at 51.9%
(+0.5ppts MoM), steadily increasing the Producer Price Index (+4.1% in May vs +3.4% in
Apr) and accelerating growth momentum in manufacturers’ earnings (+12% YoY for 4M18
vs +8.2% YoY for 3M18).
Figure 9: Developers begin restocking as housing inventory
hits 5-year low

Figure 10: Accelerating growth in REI as developers begin
restocking and improving liquidity for developers

Source: NBS, WIND, RHB

Source: NBS, WIND, RHB
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Figure 11: Strong manufacturing sector to spur capital
expenditures

Figure 12: China’s reliance on exports is gradually
diminishing

Source: Bloomberg, RHB

Source: IMF, WIND, RHB

Market Strategy: Volatility To Persist
In late January, the Hang Seng Index (HSI) reached a high of 33,154 pts. This level was
only 2.5% away from the 34,000 pts target we suggested in our 2018 Strategy report from
14 Dec 2017: Bumpy But Still On An Uptrend Path Ahead. The HK market was dragged
by a number of threats, including the surge of the US bond yield, the outbreak and
worsening of the US-China trade war, widening interest rate spread between HKD and
USD and the net outflow from the southbound capital through the Stock Connect scheme
(since 2Q18). Consequently, the HSI retreated 14.5% from the peak and recorded a 5.2%
YTD decline.
Figure 13: Southbound capital inflow vs HSI
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Range trading amid cautious sentiment and uncertainties in 3Q18F
Going forward, we notice the sentiment remains cautious and fragile given concerns and
uncertainties on the US-China trade issue, China’s monetary policy direction and other
geopolitical frictions. As mentioned, we estimate the impact on China’s GDP from the
trade war may not be as severe as it looks. However, it could post a more serious hit to
specific sectors and companies, through bans on technology transfer, transactions on
semiconductors, etc. Thus, we believe those sectors that could be impacted, such as the
internet, handset components, auto, etc. would suffer a short period of valuation squeeze,
before any softening of the tensions which may subsequently trigger a valuation catch-up.
Also, we foresee corporates to report decent earnings momentum in the upcoming interim
reporting season in August. However, the focus would likely turn to their business outlook
See important disclosures at the end of this report
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amid the ongoing trade war, the continuous US rate hike and CNY depreciation (vs the
USD).
Therefore as the trade friction continues to escalate in the short term, we expect the
market to remain volatile over the next 1-3 months. Given the sectors impacted in a trade
war have a c.13% weighting in the HSI, the index valuation would be under pressure in
3Q18. As a result, we estimate the HSI trading range bound between 27,000 (-0.75SD
from 10-year mean) to 30,500 (-0.25SD from 10-year mean).

Probable valuation catch-up going to 4Q18F
Longer term, however, any softening of the US-China trade dispute, especially ahead of
the midterm elections in the US in November, would definitively serve as a strong catalyst
for valuation catch-up. Besides, the strengthening USD and the probable IPOs of
heavyweight unicorns and CDRs are also potential triggers for the return of capital inflow
back into HK’s equity market. Coupled with a steady economic growth and corporate
earnings momentum, under an optimistic scenario, we believe these would push the HSI
higher towards 33,000-34,000 pts (roughly +0.5SD from 10-year mean) by the end of 2018.
Given the uncertainties in relation to external macro events, we prefer sectors with strong
earnings momentum and domestic-driven demand including China banks, China property
as well as individual stocks such as Tencent. In addition, we also suggest weighing on
yield plays in near term.
Figure 14: HSI & rolling forward P/E band (1993 - 2018YTD)
HSI as at 27 Jun 2018:
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Figure 15: Comparison of major indices
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Figure 16: Major indices YTD performance (%)

Figure 17: Major indices 18F P/E & dividend yield
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Selected Sectors At a Glance
China Banks – Policy environment to be more accommodative
Heading into 2H18, we expect the system credit growth to remain subdued amid ongoing
financial deleveraging. However, the People’s Banks of China (PBoC) may continue to
implement marginal policy easing to cushion the impact from shadow banking clean-up.
Liquidity tightness and favourable credit demand-supply status should underpin a further
increase in banks’ asset yields. Meanwhile, liability cost is also on the uptrend due to
heightened deposit competition. Yet, potential cuts in reserve requirement ratio (RRR)
would somewhat ease the funding cost pressure. As a result, large banks with solid
deposit base will likely see gradual NIM expansion, while smaller banks may still face NIM
fluctuation in coming quarters.
We believe the spill over effect from accelerating bond defaults to bank's loan book is
limited. This is as recent bond defaults were mainly concentrated on companies with
excess leverage, thus, unlikely to result in systemic risks. Moreover, China banks have
actively disposed of NPLs and optimised their loan mix in the past few years.
We remain OVERWEIGHT and continue to favour the Big-4 banks with a solid funding
base and less shadow banking exposure. Recent market corrections due to the China-US
trade dispute offers a good opportunity to accumulate quality banks prior to their dividend
payment in July/August. Our Top Picks are Agricultural Bank of China (1288 HK, BUY, TP:
HKD5.80) and Bank of China (3988 HK, BUY, TP: HKD5.90).

China Property – Solid outlook despite bumpy sentiment
We expect the national property sales to remain resilient at 4.3% growth rate for 2018.
The developers are set to report a decent 25-30% YoY growth in contracted sales, thanks
to the accelerating pre-sales approval. Further reduction in the reserve requirement ratio
(RRR) by the PBoC would also add liquidity to the property market and stimulate real
estate investments as well as property sales growth. In short, despite a deleveraging
backdrop, China property sector shall continue to maintain its stable growth.
Meanwhile, industry consolidation shall continue to intensify where we see listed
developers to maintain a strong growth momentum (contracted sales and earnings to grow
at 28.5% and 27.2% CAGR for FY17-20F) and improving ROEs (19.5% in FY18F vs
13.1% and 18.5% in FY16 and FY17). Despite solid fundamentals, China developers are
now trading at an undemanding valuation with a 41% discount to end-FY18F ENAV (5year historical mean) as concerns on tighter liquidity and rising funding cost appear to be
overdone. However, as contracted sales accelerate in 2H18 alongside a strong 1H18
results, shall catalyse the share price appreciation in the next 3-6 months. Maintain
OVERWEIGHT with Country Garden, Shimao Property and CIFI as our Top Picks.

Internet and software – still solid growth ahead
Short-video and news feed taking up more user time. As the internet and mobile
phone penetration rate have reached a high level, competition for user time spent
becomes increasingly important throughout 2018 and 2019 in our view, for key platforms
See important disclosures at the end of this report
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to drive traffic growth. According to Mary Meeker’s 2018 Internet report, the time spent on
news and video has increased significantly compared with the time spent two years ago.
The time spent decreased though for online games and social networking. Toutiao is
becoming a media and entertainment powerhouse with its popular short-video app Douyin
and news feed applications, a serious competitor to Tencent and other internet giants
although Tencent and others are also aggressively investing in short-video applications.
Social advertising, one of the key monetization fields for the next two years. Social
traffic has been under-monetized for the past few years. We see 2018 as the key year for
players such as Tencent to speed up the monetization, in the form of advertising, among
others.
Online-offline integration dominates the e-commerce trend; execution on the watch.
With the online user acquisition cost increasing and delivery times issue existing for some
categories of goods (such as those “fresh”), online-offline integration is probably the right
solution. This should continue to dominate the e-commerce industry trend. Over the past
two years, Alibaba and Tencent invested in a handful of offline retailers. Thus, the
integration and execution would be critical and on close watch. We also see the AI, big
data and other technologies play an increasing role in the online and offline retail.
PUBG game monetization is the key for the next two years. The mobile game market
growth may largely depend on whether the PUBG games could be monetized. With some
licence issues, while still popular among users, Tencent’s PUBG games have not yet
started monetization.
Software and IT service – cloud continues to penetrate. We see the IT service industry
continue to move onto cloud. Key cloud application players such as Kingdee should
benefit from the trend while other IT service providers, such as Chinasoft, should continue
to increase its weight of cloud revenue.

Auto – remain selective
We expect growth in China’s passenger vehicles market to decelerate to 3-5% YoY in
2H18, due to the diminishing benefit of purchase tax cuts. Although the sector growth
would be stagnant, looking ahead, we expect the electric vehicles (EV) sales to
outperform the industry average, and lead the growth of the whole industry. EV sales are
driven by government subsidies, new energy vehicle (NEV) credit, lottery/bidding for
number plates, and restrictions on number plates.
Meanwhile, we prefer market leaders. Although the whole auto market is currently
sluggish, the auto brands are at a stage of transformation. As the planning of new car
models requires a long period of time (ie a horizon of 5-8 years), we believe companies
with a better market sense, flexibility and efficiency would be in stronger positions. On the
other hand, traditional auto makers and mass market brands with a slow pipeline of new
models may be under pressure. Also, the soft market would help eliminate uncompetitive
players and in turn improve the industry concentration and market share expansion for key
players. As a whole, as platform manufacturing enables brands to rapidly design new car
models, we expect to see incremental sales growth from Geely.
Geely is our sector Top Pick due to its strong 2018 model portfolio, as well as margin
improvement, driven by synergies with Volvo. We have a NEUTRAL on BYD; we like its
strength in EVs and rapid shift into the monorail market, but remain cautious on the drop in
its EV gross margins and the execution of its monorail business. Meanwhile, on Great
Wall Motor (GWM) we have a SELL. We like its solid leadership in the SUV market, which
should remain stable, but we are concerned over the deterioration of its margins.

Infrastructure and construction – focus on execution and earnings in 2H18
While we are expecting a slowdown in railway construction in 2H18, we note the growth in
railway equipment. Based on the 2018 Railway Guidance, railway construction would
experience a boom in 2019 and 2020. On the other hand, we also like the construction
sector for its steadiness, driven by government support in both domestic and overseas
markets.
We maintain our OVERWEIGHT call on the sector, underpinned by strong new orders
from highways, property, and PPPs obtained since 2017, as well as cheap valuations for
the stocks under our coverage. Our Top Pick is China State Construction (CSCI). Our TP
of HKD13.20 reflects 10x FY18F P/E (-0.5SD from its 5-year average forward mean). The
multiple is above the average 8x FY18F (Bloomberg consensus) for HK-listed peers, due
to its better-than-peers’ margin and higher ROE. Also, CSCI has a sturdy backlog of jobs
and is transitioning into a major PPP player with good flexibility in picking projects.

See important disclosures at the end of this report
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Top Stock Picks
Figure 18: RHB Top Buys & Top Sells
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Top BUYs
Agricultural Bank of China: Capital overhang largely removed
A sector Top Pick, the Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) should enjoy a sustained margin
expansion in the rising yield cycle, as its liquid balance sheet structure enables a stable
credit expansion. Above peers LLC ratio implies a greater buffer to reduce credit costs and
boost earnings. A-share private placement should ease the bank’s long-standing capital
overhang, despite a modest ROE dilution. A stable payout ratio suggests an attractive
FY18F dividend yield of 6.1%.
BUY with a GGM-derived TP of HKD 5.80, which is based on a target P/BV of 1.02x, 25%
higher than its historical mean since listing. We believe this is justified, given the bank’s
improving earnings prospects and a lower risk-profile.

Bank of China: Riding on faster overseas expansion
As the other sector Top Pick, Bank of China (BOC) enjoys better-than-peers’ margin
outlook amid US rate hikes, given its higher proportion of USD-denominated assets. The
bank's traditional advantage in forex trading and cross-border settlement would ensure a
stable fee growth, despite overhang from the wealth management business. Prudent NPL
recognition and conservative provision charge will likely support earnings recovery ahead.
We expect BOC to continue to capitalize on China’s “One Belt One Road” Strategy, with a
leading position in China banks' globalization process.
The bank offers a decent FY18F dividend yield of 5.8%. BUY with a GGM-derived TP of
HKD 5.90, which is based on target P/BV of 0.98x.

Tencent: Short-term headwinds, but long-term strength
Tencent is facing some short-term headwinds. Its mobile game growth may see a
slowdown as no monetization on PUBG games. Also, Tencent is experiences some loss in
user time spent to Toutiao’s news feed and short video apps. These concerns explain the
recent weak stock performance, together with other macro and industry-wide factors.
However we think the long-term investment thesis remain intact as social traffic remains
sticky. These short-term headwinds should create good entry points. BUY with HKD529
TP, implying a P/E of 50x and 37x for FY18 and FY19. The key growth driver for Tencent
for the next couple of years is the Weixin monetization, in forms of advertising,
subscriptions, e-commerce and others. Also we believe the short-term mobile game
slowdown would not affect Tencent’s overall strength in China’s online game market; we
still see it as the long-term beneficiary of the growing online games industry in China.

Country Garden: On a fast growing pace
We like Country Garden (CG) given its rampant asset turnover development model and
expertise in Tier-3 to -5 markets, which offer the most visible growth outlook among
companies in our coverage universe. Coupled with the largest land bank in the Greater

See important disclosures at the end of this report
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Bay Area amongst all developers, we see CG capable of delivering 29.5% and 28.5%
CAGRs in contracted sales and earnings for FY17-20F.
We maintain BUY and HKD22.0 TP based on a 15% discount to end-FY18F ENAV of
HKD25.80. Catalysts include better-than-expected contracted sales growth and betterthan-expected property sales in lower tier markets.

Shimao Property: Buoyant outlook on favourable positioning
Riding on its favourable positioning strategy in both eastern and southern China, we like
Shimao Property’s explosive growth potential (earnings and contracted sales CAGRs of
39.8% and 35.5% in FY17-20F). Furthermore, we see its margins are bottoming out
following a strong ASP growth of 14.8% for FY15-18F. This should allow Shimao’s GPMs
and NPMs to remain at 30.5-31.7% and 12.3-12.8% over FY18-20F (vs 28.5-30.4% and
9.8-10.8% for FY15-17).
We maintain BUY and HKD30.0 TP based on a 25% discount to end-FY18F ENAV of
HKD40.0. Catalysts include better-than-expected margins and an upward revision of
contracted sales target in 2H18.

Geely: Another big year of new model launches ahead
Geely is our Top Pick for the auto sector due to its solid earnings growth, which, in turn
would stem from:
1.

Its strong portfolio of new model launches in 2H18; there are seven new models in the
pipeline, comprising of five models from the Geely brand and two from Lynk & Co;

2.

Significant contribution of sales volume from Lynk & Co; earnings contributions are
expected to start from 2019 meanwhile, Geely’s own models are strong enough to
support our estimated 27% YoY earnings growth in FY18F.

We maintain BUY and HKD29 TP based on 0.6x PEG of its 3-year CAGR of 29% which
we believe is justified, considering 2017-2019F ROEs are sustained at 30%.

CSCI: Recovery ahead
Despite a tougher PPP market ahead, we believe CSCI may continue to deliver 20%
earnings CAGR until 2020, driven by both recovering HK revenue and social housing
contracts in China. We expect social housing projects growth to account for 30% YoY in
2018. Although there is concern that fundraising is a long-term overhang to sustain its
40% gearing ratio in 2019, we believe there is no immediate risk this year.
Maintain BUY and HKD13.20 TP which is based on FY18F recurring P/E of 10x or -0.5SD
below 5-year forward mean. This is also above Bloomberg consensus’ peer average of 8x
for its HK-listed peers which we believe justified given CSCI’s superior ROEs and margins.
Risks to our call include inability to securitize assets and a slower-than-expected China
PPP market.

Top Sells
China Overseas Grand Ocean: A possible disappointment in earnings
COGO is our Top Sell as we see danger of earnings disappointment in its FY18F results.
We are bullish on developers with significant exposure in Tier 3 & 4 markets. However, we
hold an opposite view on COGO given its relatively weak execution as measured by asset
turnover and low sell-through rates.
We maintain SELL and HKD2.30 TP based on a 65% discount to end-FY18F ENAV of
HKD6.60. Catalysts include slower-than-expected revenue recognized from property
development and inability to capitalize on the boom in Tier 3 & 4 property markets.

See important disclosures at the end of this report
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RHB Guide to Investment Ratings
Buy: Share price may exceed 10% over the next 12 months
Trading Buy: Share price may exceed 15% over the next 3 months, however longer-term outlook remains uncertain
Neutral: Share price may fall within the range of +/- 10% over the next 12 months
Take Profit: Target price has been attained. Look to accumulate at lower levels
Sell: Share price may fall by more than 10% over the next 12 months
Not Rated: Stock is not within regular research coverage
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availability of any information and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results
obtained from the use of such content. Third party content providers give no express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use. Third party content providers shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary,
compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs) in
connection with any use of their content.
The research analysts responsible for the production of this report hereby certifies that the views expressed herein accurately and exclusively reflect his or
her personal views and opinions about any and all of the issuers or securities analysed in this report and were prepared independently and autonomously.
The research analysts that authored this report are precluded by RHB in all circumstances from trading in the securities or other financial instruments
referenced in the report, or from having an interest in the company(ies) that they cover.
RHB and/or its affiliates and/or their directors, officers, associates, connected parties and/or employees, may have, or have had, interests in the securities
or qualified holdings, in subject company(ies) mentioned in this report or any securities related thereto and may from time to time add to or dispose of, or
may be materially interested in, any such securities. Further, RHB and/or its affiliates may have, or have had, business relationships with the subject
company(ies) mentioned in this report and may from time to time seek to provide investment banking or other services to the subject company(ies)
referred to in this research report. As a result, investors should be aware that a conflict of interest may exist.
The contents of this report is strictly confidential and may not be copied, reproduced, published, distributed, transmitted or passed, in whole or in part, to
any other person without the prior express written consent of RHB and/or its affiliates. This report has been delivered to RHB and its affiliates’ clients for
information purposes only and upon the express understanding that such parties will use it only for the purposes set forth above. By electing to view or
accepting a copy of this report, the recipients have agreed that they will not print, copy, videotape, record, hyperlink, download, or otherwise attempt to
reproduce or re-transmit (in any form including hard copy or electronic distribution format) the contents of this report. RHB and/or its affiliates accepts no
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The contents of this report are subject to copyright. Please refer to Restrictions on Distribution below for information regarding the distributors of this
report. Recipients must not reproduce or disseminate any content or findings of this report without the express permission of RHB and the distributors.
The securities mentioned in this publication may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries or certain categories of investors. The recipient of this
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referred to herein. The securities discussed in this report may not have been registered in such jurisdiction. Without prejudice to the foregoing, the
recipient is to note that additional disclaimers, warnings or qualifications may apply based on geographical location of the person or entity receiving this
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The term “RHB” shall denote, where appropriate, the relevant entity distributing or disseminating the report in the particular jurisdiction referenced below,
or, in every other case, RHB Investment Bank Berhad and its affiliates, subsidiaries and related companies.
RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION
Malaysia
This report is issued and distributed in Malaysia by RHB Research Institute Sdn Bhd. The views and opinions in this report are our own as of the date
hereof and is subject to change. If the Financial Services and Markets Act of the United Kingdom or the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority apply to a
recipient, our obligations owed to such recipient therein are unaffected. RHB Research Institute Sdn Bhd has no obligation to update its opinion or the
information in this report.
Thailand
This report is issued and distributed in the Kingdom of Thailand by RHB Securities (Thailand) PCL, a licensed securities company that is authorised by the
Ministry of Finance, regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand and is a member of the Stock Exchange of Thailand. The Thai
Institute of Directors Association has disclosed the Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies made pursuant to the policy of the Securities
and Exchange Commission of Thailand. RHB Securities (Thailand) PCL does not endorse, confirm nor certify the result of the Corporate Governance
Report of Thai Listed Companies.
Indonesia
This report is issued and distributed in Indonesia by PT RHB Sekuritas Indonesia. This research does not constitute an offering document and it should not
be construed as an offer of securities in Indonesia. Any securities offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in Indonesia or to any Indonesian citizen or
corporation (wherever located) or to any Indonesian resident in a manner which constitutes a public offering under Indonesian laws and regulations must
comply with the prevailing Indonesian laws and regulations.
Singapore
This report is issued and distributed in Singapore by RHB Research Institute Singapore Pte Ltd and it may only be distributed in Singapore to accredited
investors, expert investors and institutional investors as defined in the Financial Advisers Regulations and the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289), as
amended from time to time. By virtue of distribution to these categories of investors, RHB Research Institute Singapore Pte Ltd and its representatives are
not required to comply with Section 36 of the Financial Advisers Act (Chapter 110) (Section 36 relates to disclosure of RHB Research Institute Singapore
Pte Ltd ’s interest and/or its representative's interest in securities). Recipients of this report in Singapore may contact RHB Research Institute Singapore
Pte Ltd in respect of any matter arising from or in connection with the report.
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Hong Kong
This report is issued and distributed in Hong Kong by RHB Securities Hong Kong Limited (興業僑豐證券有限公司) (CE No.: ADU220) (“RHBSHK”)
which is licensed in Hong Kong by the Securities and Futures Commission for Type 1 (dealing in securities) and Type 4 (advising on securities) regulated
activities. Any investors wishing to purchase or otherwise deal in the securities covered in this report should contact RHBSHK. RHBSHK is a wholly owned
subsidiary of RHB Hong Kong Limited; for the purposes of disclosure under the Hong Kong jurisdiction herein, please note that RHB Hong Kong Limited
with its affiliates (including but not limited to RHBSHK) will collectively be referred to as “RHBHK.” RHBHK conducts a full-service, integrated investment
banking, asset management, and brokerage business. RHBHK does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a
result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this research report. Investors should
consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Importantly, please see the company-specific regulatory disclosures below
for compliance with specific rules and regulations under the Hong Kong jurisdiction. Other than company-specific disclosures relating to RHBHK, this
research report is based on current public information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be
relied on as such.
United States
This report was prepared by RHB and is being distributed solely and directly to “major” U.S. institutional investors as defined under, and pursuant to, the
requirements of Rule 15a-6 under the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Accordingly, access to this report via
Bursa Marketplace or any other Electronic Services Provider is not intended for any party other than “major” US institutional investors, nor shall be
deemed as solicitation by RHB in any manner. RHB is not registered as a broker-dealer in the United States and does not offer brokerage services to U.S.
persons. Any order for the purchase or sale of the securities discussed herein that are listed on Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad must be placed with
and through Auerbach Grayson (“AG”). Any order for the purchase or sale of all other securities discussed herein must be placed with and through such
other registered U.S. broker-dealer as appointed by RHB from time to time as required by the Exchange Act Rule 15a-6. This report is confidential and not
intended for distribution to, or use by, persons other than the recipient and its employees, agents and advisors, as applicable. Additionally, where research
is distributed via Electronic Service Provider, the analysts whose names appear in this report are not registered or qualified as research analysts in the
United States and are not associated persons of Auerbach Grayson AG or such other registered U.S. broker-dealer as appointed by RHB from time to
time and therefore may not be subject to any applicable restrictions under Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) rules on communications with
a subject company, public appearances and personal trading. Investing in any non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments discussed in this
research report may present certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, or be subject to the regulations of, the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission. Information on non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments may be limited. Foreign companies may not be
subject to audit and reporting standards and regulatory requirements comparable to those in the United States. The financial instruments discussed in this
report may not be suitable for all investors. Transactions in foreign markets may be subject to regulations that differ from or offer less protection than those
in the United States.
OWNERSHIP AND MATERIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Malaysia
RHB does not have qualified shareholding (1% or more) in the subject company (ies) covered in this report except for:
a)
RHB and/or its subsidiaries are not liquidity providers or market makers for the subject company (ies) covered in this report except for:
a)
RHB and/or its subsidiaries have not participated as a syndicate member in share offerings and/or bond issues in securities covered in this report in the
last 12 months except for:
a)
RHB has not provided investment banking services to the company/companies covered in this report in the last 12 months except for:
a)
Thailand
RHB Securities (Thailand) PCL and/or its directors, officers, associates, connected parties and/or employees, may have, or have had, interests and/or
commitments in the securities in subject company(ies) mentioned in this report or any securities related thereto. Further, RHB Securities (Thailand) PCL
may have, or have had, business relationships with the subject company(ies) mentioned in this report. As a result, investors should exercise their own
judgment carefully before making any investment decisions.
Indonesia
PT RHB Sekuritas Indonesia is not affiliated with the subject company(ies) covered in this report both directly or indirectly as per the definitions of affiliation
above. Pursuant to the Capital Market Law (Law Number 8 Year 1995) and the supporting regulations thereof, what constitutes as affiliated parties are as
follows:
1. Familial relationship due to marriage or blood up to the second degree, both horizontally or vertically;
2. Affiliation between parties to the employees, Directors or Commissioners of the parties concerned;
3. Affiliation between 2 companies whereby one or more member of the Board of Directors or the Commissioners are the same;
4. Affiliation between the Company and the parties, both directly or indirectly, controlling or being controlled by the Company;
5. Affiliation between 2 companies which are controlled, directly or indirectly, by the same party; or
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6. Affiliation between the Company and the main Shareholders.
PT RHB Sekuritas Indonesia is not an insider as defined in the Capital Market Law and the information contained in this report is not considered as insider
information prohibited by law. Insider means:
a. a commissioner, director or employee of an Issuer or Public Company;
b. a substantial shareholder of an Issuer or Public Company;
c. an individual, who because of his position or profession, or because of a business relationship with an Issuer or Public Company, has access to
inside information; and
d. an individual who within the last six months was a Person defined in letters a, b or c, above.
Singapore
RHB Research Institute Singapore Pte Ltd and/or its subsidiaries and/or associated companies do not make a market in any securities covered in this
report, except for:
(a)
The staff of RHB Research Institute Singapore Pte Ltd and its subsidiaries and/or its associated companies do not serve on any board or trustee positions
of any issuer whose securities are covered in this report, except for:
(a)
RHB Research Institute Singapore Pte Ltd and/or its subsidiaries and/or its associated companies do not have and have not within the last 12 months had
any corporate finance advisory relationship with the issuer of the securities covered in this report or any other relationship (including a shareholding of 1%
or more in the securities covered in this report) that may create a potential conflict of interest, except for:
(a)
Hong Kong
The following disclosures relate to relationships between RHBHK and companies covered by Research Department of RHBSHK and referred to in this
research report:
RHBSHK hereby certifies that no part of RHBSHK analyst compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or
views expressed in this research report.
RHBHK had an investment banking services client relationships during the past 12 months with: -.
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